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SMSC CLUB S&T MEETING 

The next meeting will be on Sunday, 3 February 2019  at 
6:30pm at Wests Ashfield, 115 Liverpool Road, Ashfield  

unless otherwise notified.  

Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion. 

************************************************** 

ENDEAVOUR GROUP S&T MEETING  
The next Endeavour Group meeting of SMSC will be be held at the home of 

Mike Kelly at 25 Hodge St, Hurstville on Saturday, 16 March 

2019 from 10am to 12 noon  

Members and visitors are encouraged to bring projects for discussion 

Please email <mikelly118@gmail.com> or phone 9594 5689 if attending 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS IN 2019 

PORT  MACQUARIE  MODEL  BOAT  EXPO  

The Port Macquarie Model Boat Expo at Port Macquarie Panthers Club, 

will take place on 13th and 14th July 2019, the second 

weekend of the NSW school holidays. 

If you would like to exhibit with fellow SMSC Members at the 2019 exhibition at a 
SMSC Club display, please let Alan Bideleux (abideleux@gmail.com) know by 12th 
May 2019 how many models you wish to exhibit in the scale model ships category of 
display as we need to inform the organisers how many tables we require since we are 
an indoor exhibit and indoor space is strictly limited. 

Alternatively if you wish to exhibit as an independent exhibitor, please direct all en-
quiries to David Connolly on 0403 865 331 or by email to <devils4detail@gmail.com>  

CANBERRA  EXPO  
The Canberra Club has not yet informed us of the date of the 2019 Expo.   
For more information please contact:  Peter Hateley 0401 670 829(m) or 
by email to  <hpeter@webone.com.au> or contact Bob Evans 6226 8957, 
or by email to  <rjeaevans@bigpond.com>.    

SMSC EXPO ‘19 
will be held at the Georges River 16ft 

Sailing Club on 

24 –25 August 2019  
As well as catering to our Members, members of fel-
low modelling Clubs as well as independent entries are 
invited. Contact Michael Bennett on 0411 545 770 or 

by email mjbennett@ozemail.com.au 

EXHIBIT  AT  RICHMOND 

We encourage all our Members to attend the Canberra EXPO even if they do not ex-

hibit, however there may be an exhibition a little closer to home at Richmond in Sep-

tember 2019. Please contact Alan Bideleux (abideleux@gmail.com),  it is possible that 

a Club display will be set up for those not wishing to go to Canberra. 

SYDNEY SCALE MODEL EXPO 2019 

Scale Model Show open to everyone is to be held in October 2019 on 

a date to be advised. For more information please contact:  

www.sydneyscalemodelshow.net or <sydneyscalemodelshow@gmail.com> 
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Endeavour Group S&T at Oran Park 
on 10 November, 2018  

Photos and report by Mike Kelly 
This was another successful meeting with 8 old and 1 new member, a fantastic turnout.  
As is commented by those who report on such meetings in newsletters all over the world, it 
seems that the time spent goes too fast, but an enjoyable time is always had by all who attend 
these gatherings.  
I have yet to attend one of these meetings without coming away with some more knowledge 
concerning ship model construction as well as inspiration to continue to work on my own mod-
els.  
Just to repeat, everyone (including visitors) who are interested in ship model construction and/
or have questions to ask about their own project are invited to attend these meetings. 
Mike Barton brought along his partially completed Duyfken, he stated that it was progressing 
at a glacial rate but was enjoying the process.  
The joggling of the planks at the midship area was solved without any loss of sleep (thanks to 
a diagram from Michael Bennett).  

The forecastle is nearly complete and the photos show parts of its progression.  
 

The right hand end of the far plank has 
been joggled and the left hand end has 
not as it is hidden below the poop deck.  

Pegs used to hold the forecastle deck onto 
the frames.  

First layer of planking being attached.  First layer of planking is completed with 
the front forecastle fillet.  

cont. p. 4 
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cont. from p.3 

Ralph Hannaford showed a selection of gadgets he had re-
cently purchased from Micro-Mark, an American company. 
They included a split needle 
used for rigging dead eyes, 
plank bending tools, clamps, 
tweezers and offset scissors.  
One of the plank benders is 
designed so you cannot snip 
through the plank you are 
bending. This tool led to a 
discussion on plank bending 
and the various methods in-
cluded the two, plank bend-
ing pliers, steaming using a 
kettle, a soldering iron with 
an attachment on the heated 
end, and a plank bending 
board made by Tom Wolf 
(see earlier issue of Chatter-
box) 

The merits of different glues and adhesives was discussed, glues included PVA wood glue, 
Gorilla Grip and Titebond. 

Ralph displayed an on- going project, the Modellers 
Central ship the Perseverance. According to the kit-
maker, the Colonial Brig Perseverance was owned by 
Robert Campbell, a noted Sydney merchant of the time. 
Campbell launched his first ship the Perseverance, a 
136 ton brig, at the site of Australia's first shipbuilding 
yards in 1807. 
In 1810, the Perseverance was fitted out for a trip to the 
southern oceans on which the ships Captain Frederick 
Hasselborough discovered two new sealing grounds, 
Campbell Island which he named after his employer, 
and Macquaire Is-
land, named after 
the Governor of 
New South Wales 
at the time. Sadly 
on his return voy-
age to Campbell 
Island, Captain 
Hasselborough  
drowned when his 

jollyboat capsized in Perseverance Harbour, Campbell 
Island, 4th November 1810. 
The last voyage of the Perseverance began on the 7th 
September 1828, when she departed Sydney headed to 
New Zealand. In October 1828 she was wrecked on 
Campbell Island.  
The Perseverance, was employed in the Southern New 
Zealand trade the whole of her career, with the exception 
of a short period when used as a hulk at Sydney.  
Ralph has started the rigging now, and demonstrated the 
use of a template which is used to space the ratlines cor-
rectly. cont. p. 5 
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cont. from p.4 

Michael Bennett introduced club members to The Boats of Men of 
War by W.E. May, he described it has being the all you need to know 
book about ships’ boats, types of boats, dimensions and how many 
were carried by the different ships. In the age of sail, the boats carried 
by the men-of-war were an essential part of the ship's outfitting. They 
were necessary to move stores, act as the "engine" in confined waters, 
serve as amphibious raiders, and even to cruise independently as ten-
ders to the mother ship. Over the centuries there have been many siz-
es, hull forms, and rigs employed, so the exact details proved a prob-
lem for model makers, marine artists, and builders of replicas. 
In 1974 the original edition of this book was published by the National 
Maritime Museum at Greenwich, England. It is still the only complete study of this neglected 
topic, the book has now been revised and expanded to include more illustrations. It covers the 
sizes and types of boats formally allocated, the methods of hoisting and stowing them aboard 
ship, and the design and construction of the boats themselves, as well as their fittings, rigs, 
and armament, including guns, howitzers, and Congreve rockets. Although primarily devoted to 
the age of sail, the book also covers the steamboats of the late nineteenth century.  (Source: 
Amazon) The book cost from $25 used to $100 new and can be purchased on line. 
Tom Wolf had an in between project that he works 
on now and again to show club members. It is the 
Mantua kit of the pirate ship Black Falcon, this was 
the model that Tom used in the demonstration at 
our Expo’18. The kit is a reproduction of the type of 
two masted brig commanded by the infamous pirate 
captain William Kidd (1645-1701).  

As commentary, Tom said that the deck was pre-
printed, the planking was using 2mm planks 
which in Tom’s view is quite unsuitable for relative 
beginners to whom this kind of model is market-
ed. In fact Tom expressed his frustration whenev-
er using 2mm single planking and said that he in-
variably replaces the planking supplied using 
1mm bass or similar as the first plank and 1mm 
walnut or another hard wood for the second. 
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DAY TRIP TO NOWRA 
Report by Mike Kelly, photos Mike Kelly and Tom Wolf 

On 14
th
 November 2018, a party of 

13 (9 members of SMSC along with 
spouses and friends) went on a visit 

to HMAS Albatross at Nowra. The excursion 
was organised by Dach Hall with Terry Heth-
erington, the Manager of the Fleet Air Arm 
Museum at Nowra. 

After collecting security pass-
es  our party was taken on a 
guided tour by Peter Roach 
ex RAN (now with the Fleet 
Air Arm Museum). Usually 
visitors are welcome to visit 
the Museum, but with our 
passes we were admitted to 
the Base itself. 

We were taken to the Royal Australian Navy Air Engineer-
ing School where, proudly displayed at the entrance, is the 
model of the aircraft carrier HMAS Melbourne (2) that was 
built by Dach (over a 10 year period) . 

The model of HMAS Melbourne (2) (as she was after her 1978 major refit) is a whopping 4.5 
metres long at the scale of 1:50.  It weighs 17 kg and an 8 mm hole in the keel with an 8 mm 
hole in the side of the hull allows ballast of up to 70 kg to trim the ship. The ship has two 12 

volt batteries and is radio controlled.  

The attention to detail is demonstrated by the 4 blade prop 
on the starboard side and the 3 blade prop on the port side 
to allow for harmonics and the propeller shaft length differ-
ence.  
We observed that of all the models of this ship exhibited 
(and there were many of them in the Museum), only the one 
built by Dach was true to this feature. 

cont. p. 7  
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We were then taken to the helicopter underwater escape 
section where Navy personnel were going through safety 
drills.  
The instructor demonstrated how the helicopter underwater 
escape model worked, dipping the cabin under water and 
turning it upside down. The persons inside have to find an 
escape door. 
The water temperature was a very warm 27 degrees, a lot 
warmer than when club member Michael Kelly recalls doing 
the same exercise in the mid ‘70s at HMS Vernon in the UK. 

We were also shown the exercise where people dive off the high board and then inflate their 
vests and swim away. 

From there we 
were then taken 
to the home of 
Naval Air 
Squadron 816 
and training 
squadron 725, 
where two more 
models made by 
Dach are on dis-
play.  
Firstly, a radio 
controlled model 
of HMAS Ho-

bart (D39) at 1:50 scale from RAN plans. A total of 7kg ballast is needed to 
trim the model of this DDG destroyer.  Dach and Peter Roach are shown 
with the model on display. 

Close-by is a 1:50 scale model of 
HMAS Orion, an Oberon Class subma-
rine also built from RAN plans by Dach. 
This radio controlled  model is about 
1.25m in length, a series of 8mm holes 
drilled into the keel allows water to en-
ter as ballast, controlled by valves to cut 
off the escaping air to trim the model to 
near negative buoyancy. 
It was then time for lunch in the all 
ranks canteen, and we then handed 
back our passes and left the Base. We 
were then taken to the Fleet Air Arm 
Museum by Peter. 
 

cont. from p. 6 

cont. p. 8 
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cont. from p.  7 

On entry into the Museum there are a few pieces of furniture, among them a table from the 
wardroom of HMAS Sydney (1). Faye Brown, wife of club member Stan, told us that she had 
a sideboard made from the timbers of the wrecked German raider Emden sunk by the Sydney 
in 1914. The timbers had washed up on Cocos Island and brought to Sydney’s Garden Island 
where Faye’s father was a shipwright. Our host and museum manager Terry Hetherington ex-
pressed great interest if the sideboard was to be donated to the museum, maybe on our next 
visit it might be on display. 

Our thanks to Dach Hall for organising this fantastic excursion, we hope to see more mem-
bers joining us next time we organise an excursion. 

Model of the ill-fated HMAS Sydney (2) Model HMAS Sydney (3) aka Vung Tau Ferry 

The museum houses many airplanes and helicopters as well as models of ships. 
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Presentation of Life Membership 
Award Certificates, on 2 December, 

2018 at Wests Ashfield 
Photos by Mike Kelly and Anelia Bennett, report by Mike Kelly 

Life Membership Certificates were awarded to two club members by club President, Harry 
Goedings. 
The first presentation was to: 

 Leon Griffiths 
Leon joined SMSC very shortly after its for-
mation in 2011. He has continued through-
out the past 6 years to mentor and assist 
Club Members in all aspects of advancing 
their skills in the hobby of modelling, and 
in particular his instructional methods have 
enables beginners to the hobby to com-
plete their projects. As a professional mod-
eller of many years standing, his excellent 
work is testimony in itself with many kits 
and instructional videos being to his credit. 
Leon’s modelling is well known in Australia 
and many other countries. He has made a 
very special contribution to advancing and 
promoting the hobby of ship modelling 
over very many years. His research of 
Australian maritime history is the basis of 
so many Australian historical ship kits be-
ing available to modellers.  

The second presentation was to: 
Richard Keyes. 

Richard is a founding Member of 
SMSC (in 2011), from the outset 
his enthusiasm and vibrancy has 
encouraged many of the Club 
Members to become better mod-
ellers. He has continued through-
out the past 6 years to mentor 
and assist Club Members in all 
aspects of advancing their skills 
in the hobby of modelling. Rich-
ard has been a respected mem-
ber of the model shipbuilding 
community, for decades, his 
modelling is well known in Aus-
tralia and in other countries and 
he has made a very special con-
tribution to advancing and pro-
moting the hobby of ship model-
ling over very many years. His 
work on the “ramp” at the Aus-
tralian National Maritime Muse-
um has introduced many people 
of all ages to this wonderful pas-
time. 
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cont. p.11 

Club Meeting S&T on 2 December, 
2018 at Wests Ashfield 

Photos by Anelia Bennett, report by Tom Wolf 
Sixteen members and five guests 

attended this final meeting for 2018, during the 
Committee meeting when Life Membership 
Award presentations were made,  

 

Leon Griffiths then took to the whiteboard and 
instructed club members on how to fit the rud-
der chain of a model to the stern of a model 
ship. He says it is a purely mathematical ap-
proach, by pinning the centre of a length of 
chain to the rudder, then let a length of chain 
hang down each side of the rudder, a connect-
ing eye is then pushed through the chain link at 
the bottom of each piece of chain, at the bottom 
of the rudder. The eyes are then connected 
about one cm. in from the edge of the model. 

Kayne Davie brought along his Artesania Lati-
na model of the Scottish Maid of Aberdeen. He 
continues to progress the model by adding a 
number of deck fittings. He has also decided to 
leave the stern square, instead of rounding it.  
A discussion was then held on the different ap-
proach taken by members on materials and 
methods of making and fitting sails to a model 
ship. Members had different ideas on the sub-
ject, from staining with tea and coffee to what 
materials were best, calico, cheese cloth and 
even a white school uniform shirt.  
If the sails were to be billowing, club member, 
Dach Hall described how he had made the 
sails for his model Landfall II by wetting the 
sails and putting them in front of a fan, then 
spraying them with hairspray. 
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cont. from p.10 

Richard Keyes is always up for something different, he has started his next project which is a 
concept model, and without any plans, only pictures to go by this is what he has produced so 
far. The material he is using is chemi-wood, it has no grain and is quite easy to work. 

 
While making gun ports for the model of HMS Vic-
tory, club member Stan Brown had difficulty in 
making the frames around the gun ports, no matter 
how careful he was in measuring and cutting the 
pieces, they came out different sizes. In answer to 
this problem Stan constructed a guillotine out of 
items he commandeered from the kitchen. 
 
Left: Jig for cutting pieces of wood to the same size. 
 

Mike Barton showed us his progress with his Duyfken. Since the November Endeavour 
meeting he has planked the sides of the fore deck and is in the process of adding the next 
eight planks to the hull (above the bulwark). When testing the first plank, it was obvious that it 
required quite a lot of bending to lie against the lower plank. Tapering the plank seemed out 
of the question too much of the plank would have to be removed. He used an iron to heat and 
bend a plank but this did not seem satisfactory. Mike even considered splitting the plank in 
half so it would be 2 mm wide and then bending it to fit. This probably would work but it would 
be quite a tedious process. As a last resort, Mike decided to steam the plank and to his sur-
prise this worked brilliantly. Each plank was steamed for approximately 5 minutes. It was then 
held in the correct place on the hull with planking clamp and modified clothes pegs for about  
6 hours to dry. Finally it was secured with the gel contact. Actually, not any form of shaping/ 
tapering was required on these planks. 

At the conclusion of the S&T, club members joined club President Harry Goedings for a meal 
in the Club restaurant, raffle tickets were issued to members by Harry and Alan Bideleux and 
prizes were awarded to the winners, a fitting conclusion to a successful year. 

Modified pegs and gunport 
planking clamps  

Steamed plank (visibly darker) 
clamped in place to dry  

Planking clamps and pegs 
in place  
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KEVIN HUDSON: A REMARKABLE 
METAL WORKING MODELLER 

By Richard Keyes 
I first met Kevin when he came to me for 

advice about modeling after his previous mentor, the 
very skilled and prolific Ian Knapp, died in a tragic 
abseiling accident. Kevin was making a kit model of 
HMS VICTORY, a very ambitious project for a first 
model.  
He did not know his ships particularly well but he 
had a great work ethic and never settled for less 
than his very best effort. He soaked up every bit of 
knowledge I had to offer. When I suggested that he 
reject the kit-supplied plywood stem piece in favor of 
a solid walnut unit that would look a lot better he 
readily accepted this advice. Then he went a step 
further and sorted all the walnut hull planks from 
light to dark in order to get a more consistent and harmonious look. He also did a great deal of 
research in order to make the most accurate VICTORY model that he could.  

Seven years later he had finished producing 
a masterpiece, displaying an amazing de-
gree of technical and artistic skill. It is a 
beautiful blend of various hues of walnut 
and shiny brass work.  
Disregarding my advice to keep the mount-
ing as simple as possible to avoid detract-
ing from the model itself, he made a base-
board with brass work and intricate marque-
try designs, another skill he has mas-
tered.  It is work of art in itself.  This is the 
only aspect of modeling where we ever had 
differing opinions. Those who have seen 
this model will agree that it is a superb ex-
ample of the art and craft of ship model 
making. For a first model, it is an amazing 
achievement and while he generously cred-

ited me with helping him to make it, it really is a testament to his own skill and creativity.  
While I continued advising Kevin in various aspects of ship details, he was soon teaching me 
much more about techniques, particularly soldering and lathing, aspects of modeling in which I 
am weak. And what started out as a purely mentoring role for 
me soon turned into deep and meaningful friendship. With our 
wives who are also good friends, we have shared many social 
occasions both here and in Port Macquarie where they now 
live. The Hudsons even accompanied us to America in 2011 
to attend a model expo in Los Angeles organized by our hon-
orary member, Don Dressel. They have since returned to 
America where Kevin gave a talk on making flags to our good 
friends at the Midwest Model Shipwrights, Gus Agustin’s mod-
el making club in Chicago.  
Kevin soon moved on from kits, which frankly did not chal-
lenge him enough, to scratch-built models. Over the years he 
has produced several models including an exposed frame 
model of the SOPWITH CAMEL of walnut with his trademark 
brass work. 

cont. p. 13 
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cont. from p. 12 

Kevin made an amazing working model of Ste-
phenson’s ROCKET for which he did a lot of re-
search, ably assisted by his wife Pam. All the 
metal parts of this model are accurately repro-
duced in brass and the wheels, which are driven 
by a gear hidden in the base, rotate and move 
the working cylinders and drive shafts. Each side 
of the box on which the model sits features Kev-
in’s skillful use of marquetry to portray various 
images of this historic locomotive. It is a show-
stopper and rightly won first prize at the recent 
Port Macquarie model expo.  

Another of his-scratch built projects is a very 
impressive looking walnut and brass model 
of BEAGLE.  

The base includes a marquetry rendition of the iconic evolution-
ary diagram of the origins of man and a brass map of the route 
the BEAGLE followed.  
He has also made several marquetry pictures with images not 
related to maritime themes.  
Not content to just make models, Kevin photographs and docu-
ments every step of their construction.  
At all the expos he attends, he can be found corralling visitors to 
come and look at his models which he explains in detail with the 
aid of his photograph albums which hold everyone’s interest.  It 

would be hard to imagine a 
better ambassador for our 
hobby. 
One of my favorite of Kevin’s masterpieces is a miniature 
"dockyard model" of the colonial schooner HALIFAX.  
Each of the exposed frames is made up of nine separate 
pieces of wood. The skill and attention to detail in this little 
gem is breathtaking. I could not begin to replicate it.   
And again, the baseboard and pedestals are a work of art 
in themselves.  
Among the HALIFAX's treasures is a cannon that is just 
8mm long.  It has tiny wheels and the muzzle is even 
bored out. You need a magnifying glass to see it.  

cont. p. 14 
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cont. from p. 13 

Kevin’s most recent creation is an amazingly 
humorous and imaginative pirate ship of his 
own design, a whimsical concept from his fer-
tile creative side.   
It features cut-out sections of the hull that re-
veal moving figures motivated by a crank shaft 
hidden just above the keel, intricate mother-of-
pearl marquetry patterns on the decks and fan-
ciful vignettes of a mermaid and sunken treas-
ure chests on the base. The hull is mounted on 
highly detailed spoked wheels at the stern, and 
at the bow it is sailing into a block of wood, 
complete with waves and carved dolphins, that 
houses the motor for the various moving parts.  
The sails feature fanciful dragon images made with Kevin’s usual artistic flair. It is definitely not 
your usual ship model but Kevin wanted to make one model where he could free himself from 
the shackles of total nautical accuracy. It is the sort of model that reveals more interesting de-
tails the longer you study it.     
During his working life, Kevin ran a successful medical instrument repair business where he 
honed his remarkable metal working skills, so it is natural that brass work featured prominently 
in Kevin’s models. He was also a competitive diver in his youth and turned his talents to many 
other artistic pursuits such as painting and macramé.  
Recently he has applied his handyman skills to completely renovating their Port Macquarie har-
bourside unit.  
In between models he has taken on the job of maintaining the grounds of his group of units and 
volunteers to do model repairs at the Port Macquarie maritime museum. He is that kind of 
guy—always giving of himself for others.  
One last thing to say about Kevin: he has the marvelous ability to enthusiastically engage com-
plete strangers in conversation at any time and in any circumstances. I wish he could teach me 
that skill. 
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cont. p. 16 

SMSC has, over the years, developed a relationship with other Clubs from 
all over the world. In particular, we regularly receive newsletters from the 
Midwest Model Shipwrights (USA) called the “Forecastle Report “ and by 
arrangement and their kind permission acknowledging the source and the 
author, we reprint the following article being a compilation by Tom Wolf of 
articles from their June, July, August and September 2018 issues. 
 

“Spiling is a technique used in building wooden boats in which a smaller component is used 
as a pattern against which the outline of a larger component can be drawn. This is often used 
for creating planks on traditionally built boats that have complex shapes.” - Wikipedia 
 

Spiling - by Bob Filipowski 
Bob opened his presentation on spiling by stating that a certain amount 
of planning and preparation must be done before a single plank can be 
laid.  

The first items that needed 
to be determined are plank 
length and the butt joint pat-
tern your planking job will 
have. With this information it 
is possible to lay out the 
plank butt joint locations on your hull. (See photo 
on left)  
If the model is a plank on bulkhead type, the bulk-
heads might limit the locations available.  
These lines will also help determine what your 
plank widths will be as you move forward or aft 
from the mid-ship frame.  
 

Once you have these lines drawn on both sides of 
the hull, it is time to determine what your plank 
width will be at the mid-ship station. This dimen-
sion is also called the “median plank width.”  
Bob spent time discussing the sketch shown in the 
second illustration (on the right). 
Known as a diminishing grid, it is used to calculate 
the number of planks, and their widths, at the mid-
ship bulkhead, and other locations along the hull.  
The larger the scale, the wider the plank, as you 
go from left to right.  

Mark the distance from the bottom of the main 
wale to the top of the keel at the mid-ship bulk-
head on a strip of heavy paper. With a hypothet-
ical desired plank width of 3/16”, 17 planks are 
found to fit between the wale and the keel when 
the measurement strip is placed on the line 
equal to the modeller’s desired plank size.  
The strip may have to be moved slightly to the 
left or right so the two points intersect a pair of 
grid lines. (photo on left)  
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cont. from p. 15 

Mark the intersecting grid lines on the strip, and trans-
fer them to your model at the mid-ship frame.  
As you move forward, the grid lines will converge, and 
a new strip will be needed at each station.  
Give each strip a location number, so you can use 
them on both sides of the hull  
One problem that will occur more so at the bow than at 
the stern is that we can no longer fit 17 planks into the 
space from wale to keel while maintaining at least half 
the original median plank width.  
This is remedied by running the garboard strake ,and 
first broad strake straight into the stem. This results in 
two less planks to deal width.  

By positioning a new paper strip at the forward 
bulkhead, we mark the new length, and position it 
over our grid.  
By sliding it back and forth, we can find the location 
where there are 15 planks fitting in the new space. 
(see on right).  
We then mark these with tick marks on the new pa-
per template and transfer these points to the bulk-
head.  
You will find that, having marked all bulkheads with 
the corrected 17 plank widths, you can trace and 
create a paper template of each individual plank, 
working down from the wale to the keel.  
Using these templates to cut out each plank from a piece of sheet stock of the desired thick-
ness, you will have planks that will exactly fit all the contours of the hull from bow to stern.  
Since the surface area increases at the stern, it may be necessary to introduce stealers to 
complete the plank runs.  
Alternately, at the bow, drop planks may be needed if the plank widths taper down to less 
than half their original median plank width. These two options will be discussed in greater de-
tail later.  
The final item discussed was the use of battens. Bob stated that they can help ensure that 
your hull is symmetrical and properly shaped.  
Using the tick marks as references, battens can also give you a preview as to how your plank 
runs will look.  
This is especially important at 
the bow and stern where radi-
cal changes in plank width can 
occur.  
Bob stated that the one area 
where there still seemed to be 
confusion was the use of bat-
tens and their advantages.  
He explained that these strips 
can serve a number of purpos-
es, which include checking hull 
shape, how pleasing the plank 
runs will be, and insuring plank symmetry between the port and starboard sides.  
He also stated that battens can help determine plank widths during the spiling process.  
However, if tick marks are used to lay out plank widths, this last function is not necessary in 
most cases.  
The reason for this will be explained later. 

cont. p. 17 
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cont. from p. 16 

It is now time for making of templates that would 
be used to configure the actual hull planks.  
Bob stated that in most cases you will find that 
you can cut the preliminary shape by eye with a 
little “fine tuning when the strip is laid along side 
the previously mounted planks”.  
Bob’s material of choice is old file folders. It was 
pointed out that templates will be needed for 
both the traditional method, and the edge bend-
ing technique.  

Once the strip is pinned in position, all the 
station lines are drawn in, and a small com-
pass is used to copy the edge of the previ-
ously mounted plank.  
It must be noted that in the above photo Bob 
is using a batten for his reference. This 
would not normally be the case.  

You then set your proportional dividers for the 
number of strakes that will be laid between the 
previously mounted plank and the next batten. In 
this photo it was four.  
Using the longer end of the dividers, the dis-
tance between the previous laid planks and the 
batten is measured.  

The resulting distance at the shorter end is 
then transferred to the template at the corre-
sponding station line.  
Since the width of the template will change 
as you move forward or aft, the dividers 
need to be reset at each line.  
Once all the points have been plotted, a line 
is drawn through all of them using a ship’s 
curve.  
These curves can be purchased at a reason-
able price, and come in a set of five.  
The template is then cut out, and checked 
for proper fit on both sides of the hull.  
It’s quite possible that port and starboard 
planks can be made, thus saving some time.  
The template is then taped to a piece of 
stock where the outline is then copied.  
A sharp pencil is recommended for this step. 

cont. p. 18 
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cont. from p. 17 

Bob prefers 1/32” cherry for his planking, 
which can be cut with a #11 Exacto blade. 
The plank is checked for proper fit, and bent 
to its final shape with the help of a plank 
bending iron.  
Bob stated that, with thinner woods, a hair 
curling iron will also work for this purpose.  

It was recommended that the bottom edges of 
the plank be chamfered before mounting This 
will provide a small channel for excess glue, 
and minimize the chances of glue squeezing 
through to the surface. Bob also recommend-
ed bevelling the outside edges if you intend to 
paint your model. This gives the model a very 
authentic look, and highlights the spiled 
planks.  
Once a strake is completed from stem to stern, 
you must re-set your proportional dividers to 
the next lower number. The process is then 
repeated with the newly laid planks being your 
reference edge for the next template. 

In reviewing a few points covered so far, alt-
hough using tick marks is the preferred way 
for laying out a hull for planking, Bob de-
scribed situations where the use of propor-
tional dividers and battens might be warrant-
ed.  
Since battens can be used to give you a pre-
view of how your plank runs will look, they can 
also be adjusted to give your planking a more 
pleasing appearance. It would then become 
necessary to recalculate the tick marks locat-
ed in the area where the battens had been 
moved. Proportional dividers can be used for 
this situation.  
Chamfering or bevelling of plank edges is a 
technique that can be achieved with a fine 
sanding stick and a light touch.  

Bevelling the underside edges provides a “trough”, 
which minimizes glue gushing out between the 
planks. It also helps provide a tighter fit for the 
planking. If the outer edges are done, the planks will 
be accentuated, which is especially beneficial if the 
hull is painted. Bob does not chamfer the outer edg-
es of deck planks, and prefers a smooth surface.  
The session on edge bending began with an expla-
nation of the technique’s advantages. The big one 
was the fact that this procedure, unlike traditional 
spiling, is less wasteful. In the adjoining photo, a lot 
of wood is being removed from the sheet of cherry 
to configure a plank. Although an edge bent plank is 
also trimmed, it is not done to the extent shown in 
the illustration.  

cont. p. 19 
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The tools required include a glass plate or 
some other relatively thin, ridged surface that 
is water resistant. A good supply of clamps is 
also recommended, since pressure along the 
entire plank, as it is being bent, is absolutely 
essential.  
Like traditional spiling, templates are required, 
but only the shape of the ex-posed edge of the 
previously laid plank is needed.  

This can be obtained with a compass, or you 
can use the “Magic Tape” method. Lay a strip 
along the plank, making sure the tape does 
not buckle or stretch.  

Create a “rubbing”, and carefully transfer the 
tape to some card stock. File folders work 
well. Cut out the template, and check for a 
proper fit. Soak the plank in water, and using 
the convex portion of the template, edge bend 
your plank to shape.  

Be sure to apply substantial downward pres-
sure, and lots of clamps as you do so. Once the 
bending is completed, temporarily remove a few clamps at a time, and apply heat to the plank 
with a plank bending iron. The plank will retain only about 50% of its desired shape if heat is 
not used, and the plank is allowed to merely air-dry.  

cont. p. 20 
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If you are using basswood for your planking, 
Bob recommends putting a piece of card stock 
under each clamp pad. This will prevent the 
clamp from leaving an impression in the soft 
damp wood.  

Be warned that edge bending does have its 
limitations. In order to ensure proper fit, it 
may be necessary to lightly shape the plank 
edge with a sanding stick or cylindrical object 
with sandpaper wrapped around it. This is 
especially true at the bow.  

Once you have a proper fit, the plank’s propor-
tions are addressed by sanding the plank’s out-
er edge so it coincides with the tick marks. With 
the help of a plank bending iron, the plank is 
then fine-tuned to the shape of the hull and 
glued in place.  
 
 
 
 

When reviewing the laying out of tick marks on the hull, the understanding of the procedure is 
critical to utilizing stealers and drop planks. Bob points out that it is quite common for the sur-
face area of a hull to diminish as you go aft from the midship frame, thus causing hull planks 
to diminish in width. Eventually this tendency reverses itself, and planking begins to widen 
again.  

A point is reached where the distance from the wale to the keel is equal to the measurement 

taken at the midship frame. Keeping the midship frame template butted up against the wale, 

tick marks are applied to the rest of the hull going aft.  

cont. p. 21 
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As you continue towards the stern, the strip will no longer reach the keel, and an extra surface 
area will develop. Depending on the drag the hull has, this area can become substantial. Utiliz-
ing oversize garboard and broad strakes was a common way of compensating for this. The ad-
ditional area was merely averaged out between the two strakes. Because the rest of the hull 
above these two planks was laid out using tick marks with a spacing equal to the median plank 
width, the rest of the planking job going aft should be fairly straight forward.  

If you would prefer to use stealers, then garboard and broad strakes with a median plank width 
can be substituted. Bob stated that a stealer should be employed no lower on the hull than the 
first broad strake, although it can be placed higher if you wish.  

There are two types of stealers, the half check and the quarter check. In the photo left, the 
black dotted line represents a half check stealer, which is cutting half way into the 1st broad 
strake. The quarter check version cuts 1/4 of the way into the lower plank, and 1/4 of the way 
into the upper plank. They are laid out in essen-
tially the same manner.  
The photo on the right shows two basic rules for 
utilizing stealers, the starting point for the cut, 
and the minimum width required. If you feel that 
your model needs two stealers, then at least one 
unbroken strake should be placed in between 
them. In his book, Planking the Built-up Ship 
Model, Jim Roberts recommends a spacing of at 
least two strakes. 

Once you have the outline drawn on the 
plank, it is cut to the desired shape. It can 
then be used as a template for the lower edge 
of the stealer. The lower plank can then be 
glued to the hull.  
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After checking the stealer for proper fit, lay it, and 
the upper plank, in position, and draw the line that 
de-fines the upper edge of the stealer. Make sure 
this edge is true and fair with the lower plank.  

If you opted for a quarter check stealer, the 
upper plank must be trimmed in the same 
manner as the lower plank. Its outline would 
then be transferred to the upper edge of the 
stealer.  

Bob began the segment on drop planks by de-
scribing the three types that are commonly used. 
The first example, which is also the most simplis-
tic, drops two planks on the same frame, and 
continues with a single new plank.  

Although not the most pleasing in appear-
ance, it is a perfectly acceptable practice. 
The planks are dropped when they reach 
50% of their median plank width. This is a 
common rule for all three types.  

 
The second example is probably the most com-
monly used. Bob refers to it as the “hook-scarph” 
method. It involves dropping one plank, called a 
“snaped plank”, and taking up the excess surface 
area with the adjacent plank located above or be-
low.  

Once the location for dropping the plank is 
determined, a rubbing is created, which will 
be used to create a template. As stated ear-
lier, the determining factor is the point at 
which the plank’s width is 50% of the medi-
an plank width.  
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In the photo to the right, masking tape is being 
used, which Bob does not recommend. Being 
less prone to stretching and buckling, Scotch 
Brand Magic Tape is a much  more suitable 
tape for this purpose.  

When the rubbing is completed, the tape is 
carefully transferred to some card stock materi-
al, cut out, and checked for proper fit.  

Using tick marks, or proportional dividers, the 
plank’s final width along its length is deter-
mined. In the above photo, the batten below 
the plank would be removed, and the total ar-
ea down to the next batten would be re-
proportioned.  

The final type of drop plank involves taking three 
planks, dropping the centre one, and averaging 
out the additional area between the other two 
planks. This is probably the most attractive style. 
Three templates will be required if you opt for this 
variation.  

Start by projecting all three planks forward to the 
stem. The area that would have been occupied 
by the middle plank is then divided between the 
other two planks, and a line is drawn along the 
centre. Once the upper plank is completed, it can 
be used to outline the upper edge of the snaped 
plank.  
This dropped plank should have the same pro-

portions as the upper plank.  

With the two planks in position, a rubbing of 

their lower edge is created, and the third plank 

is formed using the same procedures de-

scribed earlier.  

La Fin!  



SYDNEY’S SOUTH HEAD 
Report by Tom Wolf 

The Macquarie Lighthouse was the first, and is the longest serving lighthouse 
site in Australia. Located about 2 kilometres south of South Head, near the en-
trance to Sydney Harbour, there has been a navigational aid in this vicinity since 
1791 shortly after the establishment of a British settlement at Sydney in 1788, 

when a flagstaff was erected on the site.  
A tripod mounted iron basket burning wood and coal replaced it in 1793 and continued until 
1818 when a lighthouse was erected near the present building (just 4 metres away). 
The first lighthouse construction designed by Francis Greenway (a famous 
convict architect who received a pardon for a job well done and whose picture 
graced the original Australian $10 paper banknote) was started in 1816 at the 
request of Governor Lachlan Macquarie and it was built in soft sandstone. The 
lighthouse was first lit on 30 November 1818.  
The soft sandstone proved short-lived, and even as early as 1823 it started 
crumbling, and by 1878 the NSW Government decided a new tower was 
needed. The construction of the new tower started in 1880, it was officially 

completed and lit in 1883 
Robert Watson (after whom Watsons Bay was 
named), who had previously served as quartermas-
ter on HMS Sirius, who worked at Norfolk Island and 
had been Harbour Master at Port Jackson, was 
made the first lightkeeper in 1818.  
The original lens had a characteristic of one eight 
second white flash every minute visible for 25 nauti-
cal miles. The original light source used on clear 
weather was a gas burner, then later electricity was 
used as a power source. In 1976 the Macquarie 
Lighthouse was fully automated. 

South Head Signal Station is located a short distance north of the lighthouse. The origin of 
the signal station lies in the establishment in 1790 
of a lookout post at South Head by erecting a 
flagstaff which served as a landmark for ships ar-
riving at the entrance to Port Jackson (Sydney 
Harbour), as well as serving as a means of com-
municating their arrival to the new settlement at 
Sydney Cove.  
For the settlement's first 50 years the signal sta-
tion had been a basic lookout hut, a flagpole and 
a signal staff for semaphore flag signals.  
By 1841 a new signal house (a stone building) 
with a semaphore pole immediately north, and a 
flagstaff to the north of that, was erected and later 
expanded over the years. 
Visibility was not always possible. In stormy 
weather on the evening of 20 August 1857 the 
Dunbar was wrecked on the rocks immediately below the signal station with the loss of all but 
one of her 121 passengers and crew.  
The system of semaphore flags giving details of arriving ships, was replaced in January 1858, 
using the first electric telegraph line in New South Wales, which connected the signal station 
with the city. 
In 1890 the building was raised to its final height of four levels with the floor, set 85 metres 
above sea level having visibility for up to 18 nautical miles out to sea, as well as back down the 
harbour. There is access from this fourth floor observation room to the roof space from which a 
large signal lamp could be used to communicate with vessels out at sea. 

South Head Signal Station with the original 

Lighthouse in the background c1826 
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